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Hello! I saw your shared page the other day – awesome, love it! I’m a video producer for a somewhat
large video game company (i.e. we do thousands of videos) and we’re currently looking to expand

the types of videos that we do.... jre java 6 u 07-31 11:11 PM Hi Everyone, I would like to have some
assistance and ideas. The ccp website said: "To put an end to new H-1B petitions for OPT employees,
H-1B petitions that would replace workers who are already authorized for employment beyond what
is indicated in their I-140 or adjustment applications are not acceptable." Does it really means that, a

petition that replaces workers already authorized for employment in and exceeding the number of
that worker's authorized employment position in and exceeding the number of that worker's

authorized employment position - as in, a petition to employ that worker for a new period? If so, how
does an H-1B worker whose I-140 was approved after the OPT PERM filing freeze period and all the

other requirements but never an I-485 was process? I am planning on a scenario where an OPT PERM
application was filed as a beneficiary of a previous H-1B that was approved in or after July 2004 and
by the process flow mentioned above, would have to be re-approved with additional requirement.

Does this sounds valid/ feasible? Please let me know if it is! Thanks macrumors newbie 07-31 11:56
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